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“HOME is a subject that everyone has something to 
 contribute to” (Workshop Participant) 
 

 

1. Introduction 

Born in Bolton, Maxine Peake moved to London after gaining a scholarship to study at the Royal 

Academy of Dramatic Art (RADA). She came to prominence in the television 

series Dinnerladies (1998-2000) and Shameless (2004-7), while her performance as Myra Hindley 

in See No Evil (2006) marked her ability to take on challenging roles. Her portrayal of Joan Le 

Mesurier, who had an affair with the comedian Tony Hancock, in Hancock & Joan (2008) won her 

a Best Actress BAFTA award. Starring film roles include as the eponymous protagonist in Funny 

Cow and in Mike Leigh’s Peterloo, both in 2018. 

 

Maxine Peake’s long association with the Royal Exchange Theatre began in childhood when she 

was a member of the youth theatre, and in September 2013, the Theatre appointed her as an 

Associate Artist. Recently (2018), she starred in, and won critical acclaim for, the lead role of 

Winnie in Samuel Beckett’s Happy Days. The theatre also presented Queens of the Coal Age, a 

play written by Peake in the same year.  

 

2. Participants 

 Elders Company 

 Young Company 

 Primary Schools  
 



3. Activity 

Each group took part in practical drama workshops at the Theatre. This began with looking at 
postcards of portraits, and exploring questions such as: 

 What is a portrait? 

 What does is it look like? 

 What’s the difference between a portrait and a painting?  
The group then went to see the portrait of Maxine Peake in the Theatre’s main and discussed it 
using more questions. They then created their own physical ‘portraits’ in small groups by creating 
shapes with their bodies, shaping and sculpting each other. They then started thinking to relate 
this to the theme of HOME. This included drama improvisation exercises - imagining where their 
portrait might live and how they might feel about home. Some of the groups wrote a postcard 
home to further express this. 

 

4. Outcomes and reflections 

 

Participants gained drama and improvisation skills, skills in movement and mime and developed 

different ways of expressing themselves. It helped some younger participants to overcome a sense of 

shyness. 

Many younger people said they don’t really think about home - especially if they currently live there, 
but that the workshops helped them to consider what it means to them and to value it. 
 
Older people, or young people moving out of home to university etc. think about home a lot. 
 
 

5. Selected feedback 

 

Primary schools 
 
 “A new acting skill and overcoming my fear of shyness” 
 
 “To not be scared in front of people” 
 
 “I learnt loads about a successful actor” 
 
 “I learned success is something that you have earned” 
 
 
Young Company 
 
 “I think about my culture, my background, where my family is from and their homes – their 
 home is different to mine as they immigrated to England when I was born” 
 
 “I’m writing my dissertation quite closely linked to this and ideas of diaspora. I’m also just 
 extremely proud of where I’m from and want to tell everyone because it’s very unknown and 
 deserves to be known” 



 “I find myself thinking of home more as I grow up as I’m finding a new home and figuring out 
 where and who that is with” 
 
 “100% it gave me a new perspective on what I consider to reflect home to me and others” 
 
 “Being away from home is particularly difficult when it’s over an hour’s train journey as you 
 constantly think you could just hop on a train. However, my uni home is extremely comforting 
 also and means similar things but just doesn’t feel the same.” 
 
 “The workshop made me think more about what home means for me and how much I love it 
 without realizing” 
 
 “I don’t think about home often but the workshop made me value it more and got me 
 thinking” 
 
 “[The workshop made me think about] the idea of my identity and the meaning of it” 
 
 “The workshop made me realise I consider the importance of home more often than I think” 

 
  
Elders Company 
 
 “The portrait was ‘dramatic – showed her strength and openness.” 
  
 “It didn’t portray the Maxine Peake I think of as an activist. It was a glamorous take on her – 
 with some proudness and authority” 
 
 “It’s exquisite; she looks unique and resilient. She looks like she’s ‘seen’ a lot of life and created 
 her own form of beauty” 
 
 “[COMING HOME] is an unusual topic – fraught for me, easy for most of the group” 
 
 “A subject that everyone has something to contribute to” 
 
 “As you grow older, HOME becomes more important” 
 
 “The reflection on HOME was revealing. Useful” 
 
 “HOME is very important to me. A place of peace, creativity, music and joy” 
 
 “Made me think how similar people are, and yet also so different” 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 


